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ABSTRACT 

 

     The basic idea used in this thesis is use of natural features as the environmental symptoms for positioning. There are 

four basic steps for positioning. The first step involves the extraction of natural features contained in the scene as 

environmental symptoms, the second step is finding correspondence between the found features in the database images 

and the acquired image by the robot, the third step is finding accordance by using number of found corresponding and the 

final stage is Robot positioning by using of found correspondences in the discussed scene. Performed innovation in this 

thesis is related to steps two and three that we will attempt to amendment and eliminate the correspondences with 

different methods after finding an initial correspondence. Three methods will be discussed at this stage which will be 

fully described. Finally, the study shows that the proposed method has strong points such as, independence on parameters 

of the SIFT operator or the ability to images with little correct correspondences which ultimately will increase the 

efficiency of the technique and improve program output. 

KEYWORDS: Finding Feature - Image Processing -  Matching - Describe the characteristics - Site Recognition - 

Modeling and Simulation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Development and improvement of image processing methods led to the widespread use of these systems in many 

applications so that, different devices using image processing techniques, such as a simple camera photography has the 

power to detect movement of the eyelids and smiling to industrial robots used in industry. In the navigator of robots, 

understanding the environment is one of the most important parts of the problem because the robot want moves in 

unknown environments and to move and carry out his mission must achieve the necessary information by using of sensors 

about the location and position of obstacles. Therefore, in most applications, the position of the robot and the environment 

are unknown, the robot must be able to determine its position relative to its surroundings that can act according to its own 

automatic navigation. Hence, increasing the accuracy and speed of navigation is one of the important objectives of 

different researches. Most robots using ultrasonic or laser sensors to obtain necessary information about the location and 

position of obstacles. One of the problems that exist in robots navigation is that if the robot placed at a random unknown 

point of his working environment or wants to start from that point his position is not known and in most cases, his 

navigation algorithm will have trouble coming. Thus, the essential prerequisite for robots navigation is determine the 

correct location of a robot at the beginning and during the job. In the general case, the information cannot be achieved by 

using an image in the case of the three-dimensional components position but it can achieve the necessary information by 

using several images taken from different angles of the environment. 

     The map is mapping the one to one real world in robot domestic language. In navigation using the sensors such as 

laser sensors and optical cameras based on machine vision, so can extract the visual characteristics by them from 

surroundings and processing and analyzing them. Also, this may be done by acoustic sensors that visualize the image by 

using sound detectors this means that realizes the existence of obstacles and its distance from robot and their shape by 

sending a sound wave to the environment and receive it (Such as an ultrasound machine). However, in most cases acoustic 

detectors are used complementarily with optical cameras. Robots that need a map to run their navigational algorithm can 

work with one of the variety of topological and metric maps. Metric plan is quantitative and fairly detailed map that 

located the components of workplace based on latitude and longitude or as sizes relative to an particular origin in it. Using 

latitude and longitude for navigation by using of global positioning system such as GPS are faced with challenge because 

of the weak satellite signals in indoor environments but, it can be used in outdoor environments. Maps that their one place 

has certain length and width of a origin can  

be considered as CAD  or maps with occupied cells  by obstacles. But the topological map is a qualitative plan that usually 

places determine by Nod and paths by specific lines. 
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     Navigation is the ability of the robot to detect its position according to the authority that holds which by using it can 

determine his way to the target. For this purpose, robot or any other mobile device require an environmental map that must 

interpret it and update it if necessary. This map or put at the disposal of robot in the beginning or the robot build it itself. 

Also, robot navigation systems classified into two general categories: map-based navigation and mapless navigation. 

 

2- Statement of the problem 

2-1- Chapter One: 

2-1-1- Navigation based on image processing 

     In the automatic navigation robot must determine its location automatically and pass the way to its destination using the 

available information and maps. There are various methods that can noted to navigation based on visual information and 

its processing. 

     Positioning and navigation of robots have several algorithms based on the image data that the main components of each 

of these techniques include: 

• Display area 

• Sense of Models 

• Positioning algorithms 

     Positioning based on vision includes the following steps: 

• Obtaining image data by one of the variety of sensors 

• Discover the environmental symptoms of current image (edges, corners, objects borders, etc.) 

• Correspondence between the observed environmental symptoms with stored symptoms according to the desired 

rules 

• Calculate the exact position 

Positioning types include the following: 

o Accuracy positioning: Which is determined by the position of the robot. 

o Incremental  positioning: The initial position of the robot is clear approximately and the objective is correct the 

location coordinates by use of images that the robot will be collect during the activity. 

o Landmark tracking : Robot in the field of received images chasing environmental symptoms, such as plaque, 

specific bands, barcode, etc. which can be natural or artificial. The robot's position in this case is not completely 

accurateand follow the Gaussian distribution. The advantages of artificial than natural landmarks can mention to simplifies 

the detection algorithm and the diminish of process load and its high accuracy but its flaw is that if these symptoms not be 

present, transform or somehow not be in the sight of the robot, diagnosis will have trouble but the natural signals have 

more stables and a lot of it is available in the image scene. 

But the robot navigation combines of the following four themes: 

1. Scene Recognition 

2. Localization of the robot 

3. Route design 

4. Interpretation of the given map, or the construction and interpretation of a map 

According to the mentioned subjects, it comes clear that the positioning is one of the stages and in other words is 

prerequisite of navigation. 

     Vision-based navigation classified into two major navigation indoor and outdoor environments. This overall 

classification is divided into the following sections. 

 

2-1-2- Indoor navigation  

     Indoor navigation divided into three categories: 1. Map based 2. Based on map building and 3. Mapless which will 

explain each of them in this chapter. 

2-1-2-1- Map based navigation  

     A map based navigation robot need information on a metric or topological map that should save in its memory elements 

before starting the working of robot. In other words, robot workspace is known in the form of qualitative or quantitative by 

manufacturer of its program. It is clear that in this method, navigation will be in trouble if the robot’s workplace change. 

2-1-2-2- Map building navigation  

     In this model, environment map is not available in robot at first and the robot or build the map navigation 

simultaneously or in a separate phase surfing at work build the map initially and then perform navigation. Hence, 

navigation process beginning with robot’s search in the environment surrounding and save images. 

2-1-2-3- Mapless navigation  

     Mapless  navigation includes all navigation solutions that does not need to information of the environment surrounding 

and robot motion depends to the elements that sees in environment such as, walls, furniture, doors, tables, etc. The 

advantage of this method is that if the robot start in the unknown environment its navigation has no problem and achieve 

greater flexibility in which, two methods are using such as, light flux and Landmark based  navigation  in order to the 

navigation. 

A] Using the optical flux: In this method moving of objects or landmark tracking are estimate in a series of images. 

Its application is more in robot navigation in places with sides and parallel walls such as hallways. This is how it works 

that the distance from walls will estimate by comparing the two sides image and flow rate of characteristics or objects and 
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thus, can navigate the robot in the center aisle. The disadvantage of this method is that the wall of hallway mast has texture 

so can extract the landmark tracking of that. 

B] Implemented by using of landmark based navigation: In this technique, at first, a series of picture or template 

saved from environment and using them as robot’s decision making pattern in the later stages. In other words, robot 

perform to navigation by using of frames that currently sees and its correspondence with his own stored pattern. Basically, 

this strategy is focus on how to memorize pictures. 

 

2-1-3- Outdoor navigation  

     Navigation in outdoor environments has a same application to navigation in indoor environments in terms of finding 

landmarks, avoid collisions with obstacles, create map and update it and position estimation. External environments 

classified into two categories: structured by human and unstructured. In structured environments can use, for example, of 

roadways, pipes, cables and other objects as landmarks which can be found in abundance due to the high lines and borders 

but there is no regulation landmarks in unstructured environments and can use, for example, of peaks’ lines, sun and such 

items as landmarks and basically, characteristics are in the form of areas and contours, hence, usually the robot that has the 

ability to function in a natural outdoor environment it also has the ability to work in indoor environment, in other words, 

for a robot that can perform his own navigation automatically, in summary, must be able to perform the following steps: 

• Be able to identify the his scene placement at any moment. 

• Be able to specify his exact position at that scene. 

• Be able to perform his own defined mission in a given environment by using of the map that defined for that or a 

map that provides itself. 

 

2-1-4- Processes related to identify the location of the robot 

     Scene detection problem, is pattern recognition problem. In fact, the location, is a three-dimensional scene that will be 

identify which is located into exposed to different lightings or state and different angles. Input a location detection system 

can has different modes like the following: 

• A single two-dimensional image 

• Two-dimensional stereo images (two or more images) 

• Three-dimensional laser scans 

     Input image can even be a sequence of image that is the kind of video images sequence. In this case, can obtain higher 

accuracy of diagnosis. Position detection system usually consists of three classes. These steps include: 

• Pre-processing scene (scene setting, normalization, light correction, etc.) 

• Feature extraction 

• Features adaptation 

     The purpose of the pre-processing stage is normalizing the scene images which in terms of lighting or the placement 

and other items of this type are not proper to process. Perform this stage play a effective role in the accurate extraction of 

scene video features. 

     In the feature extraction stage the purpose is extracting a set of distinguish photo metric  or geometric features from 

image of a scene than can named existing methods for feature extraction, such as principal component analysis methods 

(PCA), analysis of the Fisher linear analysis (FLDA), scale invariant feature transform  method (SIFT) and locality 

preserving projections (LPP) . 

     In the feature matching, the resulting feature vector from feature extraction will adap with classes of scene images in the 

images database. Matching algorithms are very diverse. From their most obvious place in these categories of algorithms, 

such as the nearest neighbor to advanced techniques like neural networks. 

2-1-5- Scene detection and localization challenges 

     Scene recognition systems always are faced challenges in accurate diagnosis which these challenges puts great impact 

in accuracy and efficiency of the detection system. 

2-1-5-1- Position track 

     In this type of positioning robot moves with the help of perceptual information from enviroment and must can reform 

the small errors of telemetry, which will vast increasingly. Usually, creator of this problem is uncertainty in determining 

the position of the robot. To solve this problem using the one-exponential estimate such as the Kalman filter, can be a good 

option. Also, the visual odometery has a similar function so that, robot motion will extract of visual information . 

2-1-5-2- Global localization  

     In this case, initial position of the robot is unknown and the robot cannot determines that where located in the map 

currently. Hence, the algorithm must has Ability to recognize possible various situations. 

2-1-5-3- Variability in the scene environment 

     The image of a scene, influenced by several factors can find large differences, such as components arrangement, 

placement mode, scene lighting and also, Diaphragm effects such as, the opening and closing speed, or lens aberration. 

Apply some restrictions and create special conditions in receiving of visual information can remove many of these 

differences as image pre-processing methods remove some of the effects caused by the environment. In the case of 

occurred changes in different images from a scene make a difference so much that create a difference over the difference 

between two images from two different scenes, if a computer diagnostics can perform must receive extensive data from 

two-dimensional images. In these cases, precision laser scanners can be use but these methods are out of this thesis. 
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2-1-5-4- Analysis in the space of image 

When we pay attention to the image data of a scene, generally scene recognition referring to analysis in one sub-

space who belong to different image spaces. This subject is explainable by taking a picture of this image is totally consists 

of 1024 pixels T that can provide a wide range of images. Considering only 8 bits per pixel for lighting, this image can 

create many different images that is exactly. Thus, from this perspective, there can be many additional information to 

provide a true picture. Hence, it must exist the possibility of reducing space of input image to obtain smaller sub-space. 

The purpose of this obtained subspace, is noise removal and information redundancy of an image to protect scene separator 

information. Nevertheless, the diversity of a scene that can be created, can be strongly non-linear which makes it difficult 

to separate. 

 

2-1-6- Suggested algorithm 

In this thesis, the purpose is using previously proposed optimal results in the field of robot positioning and presenting 

strategies to optimize them. For this purpose, the process can be divided into four categories. In the first and most 

important step first, we attempt to extract features from the image which as far as possible have good resistance to change 

image and also, we will try as much as possible the number of these points be high so, in the next steps have more choice. 

In second step, attempt to initial estimate between found points in different images. In this step we choose a number of 

candidate images for subsequent reviews. As a result, the number of found false correspondences are very high. The third 

step is consists of remove incorrect corresponding points. The forth step, that is the last step, is identify the exact position 

of the robot which by using of found signs in previous stages, attempt to find conversion between images and finally, 

estimates of rotation function and transfer images. 

2-2- Chapter Two: 

2-2-1- Mapless Navigation: 

In this section, refer to a set of visual reactive techniques which have usage after the 90s. Usually reactive systems 

have not need to prior knowledge of the environment but to understand the environment, take appropriate decisions in 

navigation. 

2-2-1-1- Systems based on light flux 

     Light flux is apparent motion of parameters in successive images. During navigation robot motion seems as background 

motion of picture sequential and appears fixed objects and parameters moving to the robot. For the extracting light flux 

through a video sequence must calculate size and direction of transition or rotational of scene and parameters moving in 

each pair of consecutive frames of the camera. Light flux will be displayed between two consecutive frames by a vector for 

each pixel that basis of which is depending on its speed and direction and show move of one pixel in sequential images. In 

some cases, running time and provided computing resources can optimized by initial extraction of image important 

features such as corners and edges. And then, light flux calculate for these parameters. Also, the range of an object 

appeared as zone with enough light flux and thus, considered as zone that must to avoid collision with that. The problem of 

methods based on light flux is that light reflection and jog on the floor or existence of floors tissue as areas where light flux 

has, will cause consider as as a barrier so, will cause error. 

 

2-2-1-2- Navigation based on symptoms signs 

     Strategy based on symptoms signs consist of two processes. At first, phase of training in which images or 

characteristics of environment index will be record as an example. Models labeling with real positioning information or 

with a control command directs its affiliates. In second stage, that is the navigation stage, the robot must recognize 

environment and positioning by adaptation of online existing images with stored samples automatically. The real problem 

of strategy based on symptoms signs is ending the appropriate algorithm in order to make environment display and terms 

of online matching. The difference between the way that might be exist in the training and navigation phase leading to set 

of different images for each case, and so, will make difference in environment understanding. Hence, many researchers 

have been focused on improve the ways of learning images capture method and compliance method. There is two general 

ways to environment diagnosis without using of map: 

- Model-based solutions: which is using of preset objects model in order to identify the characteristics of the 

environment and automatic positioning in it. 

- Vision-based guidelines: parameters will not extract from pre-recorded images and automatic positioning will 

perform by image matching algorithms. 

     Zhou in order to describe the pre-recorded images used of histogram. Histograms of color, gradient, edge density and 

texture extracted from images and will store in histogram multidimensional database. Scene recognition perform by 

multidimensional histogram matching of the current image with samples were stored in a multi-dimensional histogram. 

Working with the histograms has two advantages: 

1. Savings in computational resources 

2. Easier and faster than the dependence of image processing 

     Bronstin and Corn provided one of the first navigation strategies and avoiding obstacle for mobile robots according to 

the making networks and using potential fields. Romazlis used of the concept of potential fields which combined with 

navigation method based on symptoms signs. This system differentiate in the navigation strategies based on typical image 

in the method which perform the navigation. This method defined an opposite database so that, shows a series of views 

which made as offline  all the navigational environment. When a navigational mission is defined, will extract a series of 

corresponding images with what the robot camera sees while moving from image database. Robot motion is cause of 
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online finding and matching process between models in the understanding fields and scene. Robot will chase the 

previously recognized listed features for navigation. Morita and others provided a new strategy for positioning based on 

symptoms signs for navigation in the external environment. They developed SVM Algorithm using images with 

Panorama. SVM positioning process consists of two steps: 

• Learning, character or object recognition and classification 

• Learning scene situations based on the characteristics that have already been classified. 

     The authors showed that how panorama images improves learning, adaptation and positioning, significantly. Because 

scenes have less dependent to change the path of the robot. 

2-2-1-3- Navigation by using extracting image quality characteristics 

     There are two main species of collision obstacle avoidance based on sight: 

- Model-based systems which need to predetermined models known objects. 

- Collision obstacle avoidance systems based on sensor which processing the sensors online information to detect 

presence or absence of an obstacle. 

     These strategies can be known as quality navigation. Reactive Systems based on qualitative data avoid obstacles as 

much as possible. So that, calculating the precise numerical information, such as distances, the coordinates of the location 

or time interval of obstacles. In the general case, a coordinate system based on behavior is require management all image 

quality information and the corresponding reactions. This type of navigation systems have heavy dependence on 

unprocessed sensor information which will cause from change the shooting conditions that consists of brightness, light 

premises resources, shine of scene material, etc. Similarly, it is to applications in the external environment depending on 

time condition, weather, and season. Lurijo, in 1997, provided one of the initial solutions to solve these problems, which 

has lower image resolution and used in natural environments. Innovation of this method is a simple module structure 

which find the objects by using of black and white strictly information, RGB and HSV color. In this method, which there 

is no endpoint or designed mission for robot, the goal is the safe navigation. In this method, is assumed that all objects are 

on flat ground, hence, distant objects are locate at top of the image and closer objects are locate in the bottom of the image. 

Apart from these three modules witch focused on black and white, RGB and HSV, there is also a fourth module that 

extract the results of the other three modules to determine the range of objects simultaneously. Afterwards, these 

information will use in order to make the motor commands. In some reaction ways might be use of a combination of a 

camera and sensors such as laser or sonic in order to improve safety and navigation process capability. For example, 

CERES is an architecture based on behavior which that combined seven receiver ultrasonic transmitters with a black and 

white camera. Vision module in order to extract edges from images benefit through a canny filter. Edges identifies 

obstacles clearer. However, drawback of this method is that, because of the author’s foam test environment covered with 

carpet made the edges which was mistaken with obstacle. This system converts the existence of distances over photos to 

the actual distances using a camera calibration algorithm. In this case, the author found that one-fifth below of the 

corresponding image is at least 20 cm and the remaining four-fifths of the corresponding is 26 cm of image. Similarly, 

edges that are located in one-fifth below picture must consider as obstacle and be avoided while, the remaining edges of 

the image can be consider so away which will consider later. Also, acoustic sensor used in order to keep away from the 

walls. Other researchers preferred to use segmentation  techniques in order to differentiate the floor with obstacles. Finding 

the floor working environment determines that where is the blank range which there is mobility. 

 

2-2-1-4- Techniques based on the pursuit of symptoms 

     Techniques for tracking moving elements (corners, lines, objects or specific areas) evolving in a series of video for 

various applications of image processing. Track is divided into two parts: 

• Motion detection: this means the parameter, that must chasing, given to robot and robot must chasing a location in 

image in successive frames that this parameter exist in it. 

• Specification compliance: adapt this lanmark with what has already steadily. 

     In the general case, navigation solutions based on pursuit of landmarks are not consists of obstacle avoidance  module. 

But the work done by other devices and various authors have claimed that in navigation process the optimal relationship 

between these two has been established. Some writers and researchers have done their researches based on chase and 

finding the space of ground in sequential images and have attempted to guide the robot in vacant land in front. 

     Piers and Lig used homography in order to chase smooth corners of the ground in indoor environment and named 

it chaser navigation algorithm according to H. Other writers developed their work, the use of homography, in order to 

calculate the height of the chased features and obstacles on the ground during navigation. Accuracy of navigation strategies 

became important when the speed will increase at space travel, this means that must reducing processing time and tracking 

process will be accurate. Olro coined a pursuing images strategy in which the matrix of homography is made at first, and 

used it to compensate for the motion of unmanned space vehicles and finding objects. This system improved his previous 

work with a successful track and reduce the number of attempts. In recent works, the authors have preferred that combine 

the concept of pursuing features by constructing a three-dimensional environment. From stereo vision used for navigation 

in indoor and outdoor natural environments. This system that is finder of obstacle is newer, more accurate and faster than 

before its methods. Found features have a three-dimensional position and their chasing perform by measurements of the 

dependence and normalized root mean difference. In order to estimate the position with higher reliability, in the external 

environments, another way is that received information from the GPS combined with machine vision information. For 

example, Saripaly and Sukhtameh used pursuing feature algorithm with positioning by GPS in order to their robot 

navigation which was a helicopter called AVATAR. The method of Scale Invariant Feature Transform was invented by 
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Laveh. This method head out among the techniques to explore specific areas of the image and nowadays, it becomes a 

general method in applications of finding environmental signs. SIFT-based methods extract features that unchangeable to 

scale, rotation and lighting or changes of the point of view of the camera. When the navigation is performing, robot will 

receive unchangeable features from different parts of the scene, distances, angles and under different lighting. And 

therefore, obtain appropriate environmental signs to pursue and overall positioning. Several techniques have been 

developed for underwater environments. Some of them have general applications, such as images tessellating techniques 

and some methods are application-oriented, such as pursuing cable or pipe systems. Sea floor mosaic using According to 

the features detection and their pursuit of tissue-based operators and processes related to the dependence and allow to robot 

that positioning automatically and to determine the motion model. Chasing pipe and other lines is one of the essential cases 

for maintenance of thousands of kilometers of lines or power transmission between islands, countries and continents. 

Especially, not buried cables can be chasing by video techniques. First guidelines of the cable chasing were based edge 

detector and the Hough transform. But their weakness was that not able simultaneously chasing cable with the video rate. 

Grove propose a system that produce groups of different textures and segmentation the images to different areas that tissue 

behavior is same in them to pursue cables or pipes. Fresti and Gentile used a powerful nervous system to detect underwater 

objects. Balasuria and Yura improved the existing systems with the possibility of lose cable solution with the predict of 

hypothetical point position was combined with two-dimensional cable models. Chasing strategies based on vision was a 

fascinating branch of research in moving targets. In particular, in order to finding fish in shallow waters and techniques in 

the pursuit of military movable targets. In 2001, solution was introduced be Fan and Balasoria that was two-stage process 

in parallel as follows: 

F Calculate the velocity of the object through the optical flux 

F Positioning of moving objects by adopting techniques 

     Compute the camera motion is considered as a complex and challenging problem in underwater natural environments 

which there is not pipe or cable to chase or in other words positioning in the environment that there is not be defined 

references for robot. In these cases, must extract and chase references in the definition images. 

     Algorithms based on optical flux and chasing features will have problems because of scattering of effects and poor 

quality images due to low light of deep waters, but Gradient methods using of stage properties such as depth interval, 

shapes or light intensity that are more efficient and more accurate in terms of computation. 

     In a method, there is provided a hierarchy to determine the position of the robot using of omnidirectional images. In this 

method, in omnidirectional images vertical lines characterized radially by using of color descriptors. By using of 

hierarchical property can processed large database easily. This means that, dissimilar images will be rejected by using of 

three filters but, features increases with the square instead of increases linearly. Can perform the positioning by using one-

dimensional three radius and a powerful matching model, such as RANSAC when found at least five matching lines just 

between image samples (tested) and two images in the database. This method will examine by two image database and 

good results can be achieved in the topological and metric positioning. 

     A SLAM system is offered which is only work base on appearance signs. And build the first appearance graph from a 

set of all the way training images which collected during the search. Laveh found the image properties by using of 

difference of Gaussian (DOG) in order to accommodate the images and used of scale invariant feature transform (SIFT). 

     Many articles have been examined the various aspects of stereo vision that of these articles can use of three cameras 

which arranged in a specific arrangement and obtained depth maps with 2HZ frequency. In this article used of algorithms 

based on zone for processing images. 

     In this article used of feature-based methods to obtain the depth map of indoor images. The method presented in this 

paper is that at first, obtained line segments in two images and then, used of matching between the lines which the 

presented results are in the level of finding corresponding to each line segment and the information is not provided about 

the ground map. 

     In this article, have been used of two images for navigation in the context of information. Ground surface is considered 

contains level with obstacles and unhindered which the designed robot is able to processing these images. 

     Authors have been provided a method for robot positioning in outdoor environment using spherical images which 

recorded by cameras with high resolution. After that, to matching between images have used of method of recording 

powerful features from up (U-SURF) that is stable with respect to rotation and used of 4-point algorithm to calculate the 

necessary matrix. In this experiment, the authors found that the use performance of feature zone is similar provided DOG 

areas with SIFT with the exception that, is more efficient computationally. In this method, to reduce the computational cost 

of comparing the new image with each images in robot’s memory, to classify the rooms or areas that have similar 

appearance, was performed incremental spectral clustering and a representative group of them can be found. Hence, an 

initial implementation phase will compare which displayed new picture with a group (representative). If there is not a clear 

match, tested image will compare with all the images related to categories.  

     A mobile robot equipped with an all the way camera can determine robot position by collected image information of 

walls. But with increasing distance with respect to the property, positioning error will be high. Offered an adaptive 

omnidirectional vision system which use a combination of a convex mirror, wide angle lens and a conventional camera. 

Which use of it will describe in the following. Usually, adaptive omnidirectional vision systems are formed a combination 

of a convex mirror which can be in the form of butter, share, cone, or hyperbolic and including a camera which receive 

reflected rays from the mirror. L1 is representative rays of light that reflected of walls to mirror and then to camera but, L2 

is representative rays of light that reflected from the body of the robot and camera to mirrors and then to the camera. 

Hence, a picture will form with 360 degrees which is located in the center of the robot and camera photos which is useless 
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for scene detection and positioning. In other words, the body of the robot and camera on it, hidden part of the scene which 

is useful for diagnosis. But authors proposed that can improve this system by creating a hole in the convex mirror and 

embedded a wide-angle lens in it which we can have image from the ceiling s with a 360 degree view simultaneously. This 

act will cause, in addition to the features of the walls and floor, having features from roof which this matter help to better 

identify. But the problem that exists is that rays of light that passes through a wide angle lens has been distorted and causes 

create distorted image in camera which authors solved this problem by obtaining the parameters and camera calibration 

pattern and using the least square solution.  

     Recently, in the positioning of the robot used of particle filter successfully. Particle filter is based on sequential Monte 

Carlo approach so that, Posterior Density Function (PDF) will display by a set of samples (which called particles). 

Generally, the particle filter is needy a large number of samples for proper display of PDF changing situation with time but 

the large number of samples have direct relationship to the calculation size and cost. To overcome this problem is proposed 

a classical particle filter which have been improved by the addition of an EKF distribution and support vector regression 

(SVR). This algorithm has the ability working with a small set of samples. EFK increase the effect of sampling and collect 

the examples of good quality. SVR based on weighting will weigh the samples more precisely, again. As a result, the 

impact and number of samples prevent of the lack of samples as much as possible. 

 

3- Conclusion 

     However, according to the given explanations will compare to these three algorithms. 

     As was observed, Geometric algorithms has provided better results in all thresholds and has better stability to changes. 

This represents a greater reliability of this method compared with other methods in the separation of the correct 

correspondence from incorrect correspondence. According to the given explanations, it is clear that in geometric method, 

more than 90 percent of the found correspondence are the correct correspondence. In next step, we will attempt to finding 

projective transformation using of the correspondences between images and using of this conversion we determine the 

rotate and move rate of robot. 
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